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Oxygen/fluorine ordering, structured diffuse scattering and
the local crystal chemistry of K3MoO3F3
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Abstract

Bond valence sum calculations are used to investigate the crystal chemistry of the elpasolite-related oxyfluoride K3MoO3F3 in

order to obtain insight into the type/s of structural distortion (away from an ideal, high symmetry, elpasolite type parent structure)

responsible for a characteristic, highly structured, three-dimensional diffuse intensity distribution. The first required type of local

structural distortion corresponds to large amplitude MoO3F3 octahedral rotations while the second is associated with O/F ordering

and associated induced Mo ion shifts. Monte Carlo modelling is used to show how the latter when coupled with an appropriate local

crystal chemical constraint can give rise to the observed structured diffuse scattering. The study is part of a wider search for

diffraction evidence of oxygen/fluorine ordering in metal oxyfluoride systems.

r 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

K3MoO3F3 is one member of a rather large group of
oxyfluoride phases (A1þ

2 B1þMIVOF5 (A;B=an alkali
ion; MIV=Ti, V), A1þ

2 B1þMVO2F4 (A;B=alkali;
MV=V, Nb) and A1þ

2 B1þMVIO3F3 (A;B=K, Rb, Cs;
MVI=Mo, W)) [1–2] which are reported to crystallize
either in the ideal cubic ðFm%3mÞ A2BMX6 elpasolite
(ordered perovskite) structure type (see Fig. 1) or in
closely related modulated variants thereof [1–4]. They
are of interest as a result of their intriguing ferroelectric
and ferroelastic phase transition behavior as well as the
question of O/F ordering therein. K3MoO3F3 itself
undergoes two reversible structural phase transitions on
cooling from above 522 K. The first is from the cubic
ðFm%3mÞ g polymorph of supposedly ideal elpasolite
structure type (above 522 K) through an intermediate
(ferroelectric and also reported to be ferroelastic) b
polymorph (436 K oTo 522 K) to a lowest tempera-
ture (ferroelectric as well as ferroelastic) a polymorph
(below 436 K) [5–7]. While the optical and dielectric
properties of these materials have been intensively

studied [5–7], the corresponding crystallographic prop-
erties are far less well understood.

Like many other oxyfluoride systems [8], random
anion site disorder has invariably been reported for the
anion, or X ; site positions of these phases [1,9] despite
the two chemically quite distinct anion species and
evidence from bond valence sum calculations [10]
suggesting that there ought to be quite a strong driving
force for local crystal chemical ordering and associated
structural distortion (see below and Ref. [11]). The
similarity in scattering power of oxygen and fluorine for
any of the common diffraction techniques [12,13]
considerably complicates the search for direct evidence
of O/F ordering. Bond valence sum calculations can be
used to distinguish O occupied sites from F occupied
sites when O/F ordering is complete and no disorder
occurs [13,14]. Where true long range O/F ordering does
not exist, however, it is necessary to look for more subtle
diffraction features such as structured diffuse scattering,
typically a consequence of the correlated displacive
relaxation of the cations induced by local O/F ordering
[15,16].

Highly structured diffuse scattering of this general
type has recently been identified and interpreted in terms
of specific patterns of O/F ordering for two particular
oxyfluoride systems, FeOF of rutile type structure [15]
and NbO2F of perovskite type structure [16]. In the case
of FeOF, the observed diffuse distribution took the
(relatively simple) form of one-dimensional rods of
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diffuse intensity implying two-dimensional (planar) O/F
ordering and associated induced Fe shifts (within local
FeO3F3 octahedra) [15]. In the case of NbO2F, two co-
existing but quite distinct types of diffuse distribution
were observed. The first type of observed diffuse
distribution, and the one associated with local O/F
ordering, took the (again relatively simple) form of two-
dimensional sheets of diffuse intensity implying one-
dimensional (columnar) O/F ordering and associated
induced structural relaxation [16]. A second quite
distinct type of diffuse distribution in the form of

1
2
; 1

2
; z

�
rangle� rods of diffuse intensity was also observed.

This second type of diffuse distribution was shown to
arise from correlated octahedral rotation modes. Both
types of structural distortion were shown to be necessary
to satisfy local crystal chemical requirements [16].

In the case of K3MoO3F3, instead of the above
relatively simple forms of diffuse distributions, a recent
electron diffraction study [11] reported the existence of a
complex, three-dimensional, continuous diffuse intensity
distribution, presumably also arising from O/F ordering
and/or associated structural distortions acting to im-
prove local crystal chemistry. The interpretation of such

a complex diffuse distribution, however, was by no
means immediately apparent. In the room temperature a
polymorph, this complex diffuse distribution was shown
to co-exist with sharp, although weak, satellite reflec-
tions characteristic of a monoclinic, long period super-
structure phase (I1a1, a ¼ 2ap2cp; b ¼ 4bp; c ¼ ap þ 2cp

when expressed in terms of the underlying elpasolite
parent structure type). Upon heating above the poly-
morphic a to b phase transition, the satellite reflections
disappear suddenly [5] but the diffuse distribution
remains [11].

It was suggested that the highly structured, character-
istic diffuse intensity distribution must arise from some
type of local O/F ordering constraint and associated
structural relaxation [11]. At the time, however, no
particular model for this local O/F ordering could even
be envisaged let alone tested. The primary purpose of
the current contribution is to use Monte Carlo model-
ling to show how O/F ordering and associated structural
relaxation arising from local crystal chemical constraints
can give rise to the observed structured diffuse scatter-
ing. In order to gain insight into the likely type/s of local
structural distortion away from the ideal high symmetry
parent structure that might be responsible for the
observed diffuse distribution, bond valence sum calcula-
tions are first used to investigate the crystal chemistry of
K3MoO3F3. The study is part of a wider search for
diffraction evidence of oxygen/fluorine ordering in metal
oxyfluoride systems.

2. Local crystal chemical considerations

The ideal high symmetry, Fm%3m elpasolite structure
type (K(1) at 1

4
; 1

4
; 1

4
; K(2) at 1

2
; 1

2
; 1

2
; Mo at 0, 0, 0 and X or

(O,F) at x; 0, 0—see Fig. 1) has only two structural
degrees of freedom, namely the overall lattice parameter
ap and the x fractional co-ordinate of the anion position.
There are, however, five constituent ions whose local
crystal chemical requirements need to be satisfied. It
should not therefore be surprising that the two
symmetry-allowed structural degrees of freedom are
insufficient to simultaneously satisfy the competing
bond valence requirements of all five constituent ions
of the ideal Fm%3m elpasolite structure type.

Fig. 2, for example, shows a plot of the percentage
deviation in calculated bond valence sum (or Apparent
Valence, AV) away from the ideal AV [10], DðAVÞ=AV;
for each of these five constituent ions as a function of
the unknown x fractional co-ordinate of the anion
position. A value of 8.68 Å has been used for the overall
lattice parameter ap, appropriately given the metrically
tetragonal cell dimensions for the underlying average
structure of K3MoO3F3 at room temperature of
8.66� 8.66� 8.72 Å [11]. (The refined value of x for
the high temperature phase of the closely related

Fig. 1. Schematic {001} section (from z ¼ 0:2 to 0.8) of the ideal cubic

Fm%3m K(1)2K(2)MoX6 (X ¼O, F) elpasolite parent structure type.

The MoX6 octahedra in this section are denoted by the gray octahedra

and the anions by the smallest dark balls. The K(1) cations are

represented by the smaller gray balls while the K(2) cations are

represented by the largest darker balls. An equivalent such section but

translated by 1
2
ðbþ cÞ occurs above and below each such section. Note

that each K(2) cation is thus surrounded by an octahedra of MoX6

octahedra.
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material Rb2KMoO3F3 [9] is x ¼ 0:2105). AV calcula-
tions suggest that a more likely value for x in the case of
K3MoO3F3 would be around 0.20. It is apparent from
Fig. 2 that it is simply not possible to even come close to
satisfying the competing bond valence requirements of
all five constituent ions of K(1)2K(2)MoO3F3 while
remaining in the ideal elpasolite structure type, regard-
less of what value is used for x:

One or other of the Mo and K(2) ions, for example,
are a minimum of 40% over-bonded (at xB0.20)
whatever value of x is used. Similarly a large, and
crystal chemically undesirable, splitting in the
DðAVÞ=AV curves of O and F is also apparent, again
whatever value of x is used (see Fig. 2). Clearly
significant amplitude local structural distortions are
going to be necessary to remedy such crystal chemical
deficiencies. That there is likely to be plenty of scope for
such local structural distortion is reflected, for example,
in the very large amplitude thermal parameters refined
for the closely related, Fm%3m elpasolite type average
crystal structure of Rb2KMoO3F3 [9]. (The equivalent
average structure refinement for K3MoO3F3 has yet to
be carried out.)

A clue as to one type of structural distortion that must
be occurring on the local scale can be obtained from the
refined ‘‘significantly anisotropic’’ thermal vibrations of

the anions in the closely related, elpasolite type average
crystal structure of Rb2KMoO3F3 [9]. Values for u11 of
0.148 and u22 of 0.257 at 343 K, for example, imply
significant (B0.5–0.6 Å) transverse displacements of the
anions perpendicular to the local Mo–X–K(2) directions
(see Fig. 1). In the case of K3MoO3F3, AV calculations
(cf. Fig. 2 with Fig. 3) suggest the magnitude of such
transverse anion shifts will need to be even larger
(B0.7–0.8 Å) in order to sufficiently reduce the sig-
nificant over-bonding of the K(2) and Mo ions (Fig. 3(a)
has been calculated assuming 0.75 Å transverse shifts of
the anions). Such large amplitude, transverse anion
shifts significantly increase both Mo–X and K(2)–X

distances (for a fixed ap) and hence significantly reduce
the over-bonding of the Mo and K(2) ions and also that
of the F and O ions (cf., for example, Fig. 3(a) with
Fig. 2), although the reduction in AV of the latter ions
will be offset to at least some extent by a relatively more
minor increase in strength of the anion bonding to
neighboring K(1) ions (note that this latter more minor
increase has not been taken into account in Fig. 3). The
under-bonding of the K(1) ions will also be improved by
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Fig. 2. Plot of DðAVÞ=AV (expressed as a percentage) for each of the

five constituent ions of K(1)2K(2)MoO3F3 in the ideal Fm%3m elpasolite

structure type as a function of the unknown x fractional co-ordinate of

the anion position. A value of 8.68 Å has been used for the overall

lattice parameter ap (appropriate given the metrically tetragonal cell

dimensions for the underlying average structure of K3MoO3F3 at room

temperature of 8.66� 8.66� 8.72 Å).
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Fig. 3. Plot of DðAVÞ=AV for K(2), Mo, O and F as a function of x

after allowing (a) for a 0.75 Å transverse shift of the anion positions

and (b) an additional 0.105 Å shift of the Mo ions away from the F

ions and towards the O ions within each (assumed) MoO3F3

octahedra.
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such transverse shifts of the anions. The latter is not so
clear cut, however, as it will depend upon how the K(1)
ions move in response to local distortions of their co-
ordination environment caused by the transverse shifts
of the anion positions and this is simply not known (the
DðAVÞ=AV curve for K(1) has thus not been included in
Fig. 3). These large amplitude, transverse anion shifts
could, in principle, be associated either with the
additional satellite reflections observed in the room
temperature polymorphic form and/or with the ob-
served diffuse distribution [11].

It is worthwhile pointing out at this stage that this
proposed transverse anion motion is likely to involve
rotation of the MoX6 octahedra but not necessarily the
Kð2ÞX6 octahedra (only the MoX6 octahedra of the
ideal elpasolite structure type are thus shaded in Fig. 1).
The ideal Mo–X separation distance of 1.862 Å (assum-
ing O3F3 co–ordination) implies an anion–anion
separation distance within an MoX6 octahedra of
1:862

ffiffiffi
2

p
¼ 2:633 Å, close to the minimum possible

non-bonded anion–anion separation distance and sug-
gests that the MoX6 octahedra must move, i.e., rotate or
translate, essentially as a rigid unit. The same, however,
is not true for the K(2)X6 ‘‘octahedra’’.

A second type of structural distortion (that must
be occurring on the local scale simultaneously with
the above transverse anion shifts) is needed to reduce
the significant difference in the DðAVÞ=AV curves
for O and F apparent in Fig. 2. That this difference
cannot be remedied by MoX6 octahedral rotation
alone is apparent from a comparison of Fig. 3(a) (which
shows DðAVÞ=AV curves after transverse anion shifts
of 0.75 Å have been taken into account) with Fig. 2.
Ideally these two curves should overlap. Given that
by far the major contributor to the AV of both O and F
ions is the bond they form to their neighboring Mo
ion, the only realistic way for the two curves in Figs. 2
and 3(a) to be brought together is for Mo ions to
move away from F ions and towards O ions in the local
MoX6 octahedra. This presupposes that opposite
vertices in each MoX6 octahedra are occupied the one
by O ions and the other by F ions giving rise to MoO3F3

octahedra. Crystal chemical considerations thus
suggest that the local co-ordination of each Mo ion
should be O3F3 with O and F at opposite vertices and
with Mo ions moving away from the F’s and towards
the O’s. The magnitude of these induced Mo ion shifts is
estimated to be B0.1 Å from the point of view of
obtaining the most reasonable possible local crystal
chemistry. (The DðAVÞ=AV curves in Fig. 3(b), for
example, are calculated assuming transverse anion
displacements of 0.75 Å combined with Mo ion shifts
of 0.105 Å magnitude away the F ions and towards the
O ions within each local MoO3F3 octahedra. Note the
crystal chemical reasonableness of these curves for x

B0.197–0.200).

Crystal chemical considerations thus suggest that
both large amplitude, transverse anion shifts associated
with MoX6 octahedral rotation as well as O/F ordering
and associated Mo ion shifts are required on the local
scale. (Note that the expected larger magnitude of the
transverse anion shifts relative to the Mo ion shifts is
balanced by the rather larger scattering power of the Mo
ions relative to that of the anions so that both types of
structural distortion could be expected to have a
significant and roughly comparable diffraction effect).
Both types of structural distortion could, in principle, be
associated either with the additional satellite reflections
observed in the room temperature polymorphic form
and/or with the observed diffuse distribution [11]. The
fact that the satellite reflections disappear suddenly
upon heating through the a to b phase transition at
B436 K [5] whereas the diffuse distribution does not [11]
suggests to us that the satellite reflections must have a
displacive, rather than a diffusion controlled order–
disorder, origin. It thus seems much more likely that the
observed diffuse distribution arises primarily from O/F
ordering and associated Mo shifts than from MoX6

octahedral rotations (a sudden re-distribution of O/F
ordering upon heating through the a to b phase
transition at B436 K seems distinctly unlikely).

Can the observed diffuse distribution provide experi-
mental evidence for such a conclusion?

3. The observed characteristic diffuse distribution

Fig. 4 shows (a) /3%31Sp; (b) /20%1Sp; (c) /1%10Sp and
(d) /%113Sp zone axis electron diffraction patterns
(edp’s) typical of K3MoO3F3. The ‘‘sharp’’, highly
structured, essentially continuous nature of the char-
acteristic (and always present) diffuse intensity distribu-
tion is immediately apparent. While there is some
evidence that the fine details of the shape of the
observed diffuse distribution is dependent upon the
polymorphic form, the similarity of the diffuse scatter-
ing observed at zone axis orientations that would be
equivalent in the high temperature cubic Fm%3m form but
become nominally distinct in the monoclinic room
temperature I1a1 form (cf., for example, Fig. 6(a) and
(b) of [11]) shows that this dependence is rather weak.
The weak additional satellite reflections present in
Fig. 4(b) and (d), for example, have been shown to
disappear suddenly upon heating above the poly-
morphic a to b phase transition. The characteristic
diffuse distribution, however, does not and appears to
be essentially invariant with respect to both temperature
and polymorphic form. (Unfortunately, the sensitivity
of the material to electron beam irradiation, particularly
at higher temperatures, makes it virtually impossible to
undertake a systematic temperature-dependent investi-
gation). As discussed above, this suggests to us that the
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observed diffuse distribution is more likely associated
with O/F ordering and associated structural relaxation.

The shape of this observed diffuse distribution is
strongly reminiscent of that characteristic of VC1�x and
other substoichiometric transition metal carbides and
nitrides [17,18]. (The latter phases are of NaCl average
structure type with the same average structure space
group type as K3MoO3F3 i.e., Fm%3m: In the case of
VC1�x; Sauvage and Parthé [18] showed that a very
good zeroth order approximation to the observed
diffuse distribution was given by the equation

cos ph þ cos pk þ cos pl ¼ 0: ð1Þ

Calculation of the shape of the diffuse intensity
distribution to be expected at each of the zone axis
orientations of Fig. 4 shows that Eq. (1) does indeed
provide an excellent zeroth order approximation to the
observed diffuse intensity distribution in K3MoO3F3.
The question becomes what is the real space significance
of such a diffuse distribution?

4. Theoretical considerations

Sauvage and Parthé [18] used the shape of the
observed diffuse distribution in VC1�x and related
phases to extract a conventional series of two body
Cowley–Warren short range order parameters describ-
ing the distribution of vacancies on the ‘‘disordered’’
FCC C sub-lattice. Subsequently de Ridder et al. [19,20],
following earlier work of Brunel et al. [21], re-wrote the
above expression in exponential form as

exp 2piq 	 1
2
aþexp 2piq 	 �1

2
a

þexp 2piq 	 1
2
bþexp 2piq 	 �1

2
b

þexp 2piq 	 1
2
cþexp 2piq 	 �1

2
c ¼ 0;

where q ¼ ha� þ kb� þ lc� and re-interpreted the sig-
nificance of Eq. (1) in terms of a six-body octahedral
cluster relationship—namely, a requirement that
each transition metal ion should always be surrounded
by the average number of C or N atoms i.e., there
should as far as possible be only one vacancy

Fig. 4. (a) /3%31Sp; (b) /20%1Sp; (c) /1%10Sp and (d) /%113Sp zone axis EDP’s characteristic of K3MoO3F3. Indexation is with respect to the

underlying parent structure.
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in the nearest-neighbor octahedron of available sites (at
T71

2
a;T71

2
b and T71

2
c; T a Bravais lattice vector)

surrounding each transition metal ion (at T). In
the language of composition modulation waves (see
Refs. [22,23] for the notation used),

df ðT þ 1
2
aÞ þ df ðT� 1

2
aÞ þ df ðTþ 1

2
bÞ þ df ðT� 1

2
bÞ

þ df ðTþ 1
2
cÞ þ df ðT� 1

2
cÞpexpð2piq 	 TÞ

� fcos 2pq 	 1
2
aþcos 2pq 	 1

2
bþcos 2pq 	 1

2
cg

¼ expð2piq 	 TÞfcos phþcos pkþcos plg

should always equal zero regardless of the transition
metal ion i.e., regardless of primitive parent unit cell (T).
The only modulation wave-vectors q compatible with
this requirement must then satisfy the equation cos ph þ
cos pk þ cos pl ¼ 0 as required.

In the case of K3MoO3F3, the analogous requirement
would be that each Mo (or K(2)) ion always be
surrounded by the average number of anions i.e., by 3
O’s and 3 F’s. Such a local O/F ordering constraint
would not, however, be sufficient in and of itself to
generate the observed diffuse in the current case as the
(nominally disordered) anion sites forming an octahedra

around each Mo (and K(2) site) are not at
71

2
a;71

2
b;71

2
c with respect to the central cation but

rather occur at r1;2 ¼ 7xa; r3;4 ¼ 7xb; r5;6 ¼ 7xc;
xB0.20, in the case of the Mo ions (and at 7ð1

2
� xÞa;

7ð1
2
� xÞb;7ð1

2
� xÞc in the case of the K(2) ions). This

does not mean that there is no local O/F ordering within
each MoX6 (or K(2)X6) octahedra, just that any such
ordering is insufficient on its own to produce the
observed diffuse distribution. Rather the octahedral
cluster relationship giving rise to the observed diffuse
scattering can only be associated either with the
octahedron of MoX6 octahedra surrounding each K(2)
ion (at 71

2
a;71

2
b;71

2
c with respect to the central K(2)

cation; see Fig. 5) or alternatively the octahedron of
K(2)X6 octahedra surrounding each Mo ion. The former
seems much more the likely in practice given the
difference in oxidation state between the Mo and K
ions and the above discussion of local crystal chemical
considerations.

Given the similarity in scattering power of oxygen and
fluorine for any of the common diffraction techniques
[12,13], it is clear that the observed diffuse distribution
cannot be directly due to local O/F ordering but rather

Fig. 5. Octahedra of MoX6 octahedra surrounding each K(2) cation at 71
2
a;71

2
b and 71

2
c:
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must primarily be due to cation shifts, most likely Mo
cation shifts, associated with O/F ordering. Local crystal
chemical considerations (discussed above) support such
a conclusion. The same was also true for both of the
previously studied cases of FeOF and NbO2F, where the
opposite corners of each local octahedra tended to be
occupied one by O and the other by F. In turn, this local
O/F ordering pattern induced Fe and Nb shifts away
from the F’s and towards the O’s within each local
octahedra [15,16].

It has therefore been assumed in the current case that
each Mo ion is always surrounded by 3 O’s and 3 F’s,
that opposite vertices are always occupied the one by O
and the other by F and furthermore that the Mo ions
initially in the center of each such octahedron will
always move away from the F ions and towards the O
ions. This leads to the creation of an (MoO3F3)

3� dipole
moment of local 3m point group symmetry polarized in
either the + or�sense along one of the 4 possible local
/111S real space directions. The direction of the local
Mo ion shift defines both the orientation and sense of
the local dipole moment. If all these (MoO3F3)

3� dipole
moments were aligned it would obviously lead to a
macroscopic spontaneous polarization or dipole mo-
ment per unit volume. The constraint upon these Mo
ion shifts implied by the observed diffuse distribution
(see the appendix for a mathematical derivation) is that

uMoðrK2 þ Tþ 1
2
aÞ þ uMoðrK2 þ T� 1

2
aÞ

þ uMoðrK2 þ Tþ 1
2
bÞ þ uMoðrK2 þ T� 1

2
bÞ

þ uMoðrK2 þ Tþ 1
2
cÞ þ uMoðrK2 þ T� 1

2
cÞ ¼ 0; ð2Þ

i.e., the Mo shifts in the MoO3F3 octahedra surrounding
each K(2) ion (see Fig. 5) must always sum to zero. (For
a derivation of the relation between Eqs. (1) and (2) in
the language of modulation waves see the appendix).
Essentially this constraint is equivalent to a requirement
that the spontaneous polarization or dipole moment per
unit volume (arising from the (MoO3F3)

3� octahedra) is
not only zero macroscopically but also on the unit cell
scale.

5. Monte Carlo modelling and simulation results

Monte Carlo simulation was thus used to produce a
real space O/F and associated Mo shift distribution that
satisfied as far as possible the above constraint. That
such a constraint does indeed give rise to a diffuse
distribution closely related to that observed experimen-
tally is apparent from simulated diffraction patterns
obtained from the resultant real space distribution as
shown in Fig. 6. The extraordinary similarity of Fig. 6
to Fig. 4 is immediately apparent.

The MC simulations were carried out as follows.
A simulation volume was used which comprised

32� 32� 32 parent elpasolite type unit cells, each of
which included 4 Mo(O/F)6 octahedra. The local
conformation of these octahedra was defined in terms
of three sets of binary (�1,+1) random variables
ui;j;k;l ; vi;j;k;l ;wi;j;k;l ; where i,j,k,l are indices defining the
parent unit cell along with the particular Mo(O/F)6

octahedra within that unit cell. These binary variables
served two purposes. Firstly they were used to define
which type of anion (O or F) was the nearest neighbor to
the central Mo ion in each of the three mutually
orthogonal directions. Secondly, they were used to
define a displacement shift from its ideal average
position of the Mo cation itself. Thus for example a
value of ui;j;k;l ¼ þ1 for a Mo at (0,0,0) would mean that
the anion site at ðx; 0; 0Þ was occupied by O and that at
ð�x; 0; 0Þ by F. At the same time the Mo itself would be
displaced away from the F and towards the O.
Conversely for a value of ui;j;k;l ¼ �1 the O and F
would be interchanged and the Mo displacement would
be reversed. Similarly the variables vi;j;k;l and wi;j;k;l

corresponded to analogous arrangements of O/F
neighbors and the associated Mo displacements in the
y- and z-directions, respectively. (In all the calculations
the value of x was assumed to be 0.20 and the magnitude
of the Mo shift was assumed to be 70.011 (fractional
co-ordinate shifts) B 70.095 Å).

The above formulation automatically constrains
every Mo(O/F)6 octahedron to contain 3O and 3F.
This means that each octahedron is in one of eight
different orientations where the triangular face contain-
ing 3O’s points towards one of the eight 111h i
directions, as does the associated Mo displacement
vector. (Since K(2)(O/F)6 octahedra occur between these
Mo(O/F)6 octahedra and share the same anions, it is
interesting to consider how the distribution of O and F
in these octahedra is affected by the anion ordering in
the Mo octahedra. Table 1 contains some statistics of
this distribution before and after the simulation). The
quantity minimized in the MC simulation was an energy
defined as

Elocal ¼
X

K ½ð %uÞ2 þ ð%vÞ2 þ ð %wÞ2�; ð3Þ

where

%u ¼
X6

1

ui;j;k;l ; %v ¼
X6

1

vi;j;k;l ; %w ¼
X6

1

wi;j;k;l :

Here ð %uÞ; ð%vÞ; ð %wÞ are the respective sums of the six
ui;j;k;l ; vi;j;k;l ;wi;j;k;l random variables corresponding to
the 6 nearest-neighboring Mo sites that surround a given
K(2) site i.e., the energy Elocal attempts to provide that
the net displacement of Mo cations is constrained to
zero over the first octahedral shell surrounding any
given K(2) ion, as described in Eq. (2) above.

Simulation was carried out for 200 MC cycles, where
one cycle is defined as that number of individual MC
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steps required to visit each Mo site once on average.
Each random variable was initially set to be arbitrarily
+1 or –1. At each step in the iteration the random
variables at two different i,j,k,l sites were interchanged
and the effect on the total energy of the system
computed. In this way the total numbers of +1 and –
1 values was maintained throughout the simulation. As
the iteration proceeded various lattice averages were
monitored and these are given in Table 1.

Diffraction patterns were calculated from the final
distributions using only the Mo positions. These
calculations, made with the program DIFFUSE [24],
obtained the diffraction pattern by taking the average of
a large number of sub-regions (lots) of the main
simulation array. In the present case each computed
pattern was obtained as an average of 400 individual
lots, each of size 10� 10� 10 unit cells, and utilized
B4 h CPU time on a Pentium III processor.

Table 1

Fractions of the different anion configurations for the K(2) octahedra.

Configuration 6O 5O+F 4O+2F 3O+3F 2O+4F O+5F 6F

Initial random 0.0156 0.0934 0.2342 0.3145 0.2331 0.0929 0.0163

After 200 cycles 0.0221 0.1036 0.2284 0.2915 0.2287 0.1040 0.0217

Mean values of displacement variables for the six Mo atoms around a given K(2)

Lattice average /ju1 þ u2 þ u3 þ u4 þ u5 þ u6jS /ju1 þ u2 þ u3 þ u4 þ u5 þ u6j2S1=2

Initial random 1.876 2.449

After 200 cycles 0.447 0.947

Fig. 6. Simulated (a) /3%31Sp; (b) /20%1Sp; (c) /1%10Sp and (d) /%113Sp zone axis EDP’s for comparison with Fig. 4. Monte Carlo simulation

was used to produce a real space O/F and associated Mo shift distribution that satisfied as far as possible the constraint given in Eq. (2). Note

the extraordinary similarity of the simulated EDP’s in Fig. 6 to the experimentally observed EDP’s of Fig. 4.
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The figures given in Table 1 demonstrate a number of
points. Firstly it is apparent that the ordering of the
Mo(O3F3) orientations has only a relatively small effect
on the frequencies with which different anion arrange-
ments occur in the K(2) octahedra, although the changes
that do occur tend to reduce the number of those
configurations which have equal numbers of F and O
and increase those that are predominantly O or
predominantly F. Attempts were made to incorporate
an additional term in the Monte Carlo energy which
would constrain the distributions of anions in the K(2)
octahedra to comprise only (2O+4F), (3O+3F) and
(4O+2F) combinations. It proved quite feasible to do
this but the resulting effects on the diffuse scattering
patterns were quite deleterious.

The second point demonstrated by the figures in
Table 1 is that it has not been entirely possible to satisfy
for all K(2) sites the rule that the displacements of the 6
Mo atoms that surround any given K(2) octahedron
should all sum to zero (see Eq. (2)). Nevertheless the
lattice averages in real space (along with the simulated
diffraction patterns in reciprocal space) show that
substantial progress toward this ideal has been achieved.
Increasing the number of cycles further would undoubt-
edly enable even further progress to be made although
ever more slowly and at the expense of increased
computational time.

6. Conclusions

The great qualitative similarity of Fig. 6 to Fig. 4
demonstrates that O/F ordering and associated induced
Mo ion shifts satisfying the local crystal chemical
constraint represented by Eq. (2) are indeed capable of
providing an excellent zeroth order explanation for the
observed characteristic diffuse intensity distribution.
(There are nonetheless differences in fine detail (cf. in
fine detail, for example, Fig. 4b with Fig. 6b in the
current paper and Fig. 6a with b in [11]) which suggest
that the lowering of symmetry from cubic to monoclinic
associated with the satellite reflections has also weakly
perturbed the shape of the diffuse distribution from the
cubic symmetry of Eq. (1) above to a monoclinic shape
and therefore somehow needs to be taken into account
in order to obtain an even more quantitative fit to the
experimental data).

Whether the contribution of O/F ordering and
associated induced Mo ion shifts is the only contribution
to the observed diffuse distribution, however, is not so
clear. On the local scale, both MoO3F3 octahedral
rotation as well as O/F ordering and induced Mo ion
shifts must simultaneously co-exist from the point of
view of obtaining satisfactory local crystal chemistry. It
is thus possible that the shape (although not necessarily
the intensity distribution) of the observed diffuse

distribution could equally well be mimicked by a similar
constraint to that given in Eq. (2) above, but this time
applied to the local pattern of MoO3F3 octahedral
rotations around each K(2) ion. If, for example, each
local MoO3F3 octahedra were to rotate in a clockwise
sense about the direction of the local induced Mo ion
shift, then the local MoO3F3 octahedral rotation would
be directly tied to the local induced Mo ion shift and
would presumably give rise to the same diffuse intensity
distribution. Whether this is or is not the case, however,
is not possible to quantitatively determine from the data
we have to hand.

How the two types of structural distortion simulta-
neously co-exist in real space thus remains unclear as
does the closely related question of whether the resultant
diffraction effects are necessarily tied together. It is
interesting to note in the case of NbO2F [16] that the
diffuse distribution associated with local O/F ordering
(and associated structural relaxation) takes a completely
different form to that associated with the octahedral
rotation degrees of freedom. This at least provides a
precedent for suggesting that the sharp satellite reflec-
tions of the room temperature polymorph might well be
associated solely with the MoO3F3 octahedral rotation
and associated K(1) and K(2) displacive degrees of
freedom (potentially instantaneously re-orientable upon
heating through the a to b phase transition) while the
(essentially invariant) diffuse distribution should be
attributed to local O/F ordering (and associated Mo
shifts) (not instantaneously re-orientable upon heating
through the a to b phase transition). Reversible sponta-
neous polarization at room temperature [7] could then
also, at least in principle, be understood without requiring
a (highly unlikely) simultaneous re-distribution of O/F
ordering. Proof of this contention, however, is far from
straightforward and would require either a successful
room temperature superstructure refinement (distinctly
non-trivial given the unavoidable problems associated
with twinning and pseudo-symmetry [11]) and/or exten-
sive further Monte Carlo modelling and simulation as
well as more quantitative diffuse data collection, well
beyond the scope of the current contribution.

Appendix A

In the language of compositional modulation waves
[22,23], the requirement that each Mo ion should always
be surrounded by 3O’s and 3 F’s and that opposite
vertices should always be occupied the one by O and the
other by F can be ensured by writing

df1;2ðr1;2 þ TÞ ¼ SqaðqÞcosð2pq:Tþ y12ðqÞ7901Þ;
df3;4ðr3;4 þ TÞ ¼ SqaðqÞcosð2pq:Tþ y34ðqÞ7901Þ;
df5;6ðr5;6 þ TÞ ¼ SqaðqÞcosð2pq:Tþ y56ðqÞ7901Þ:
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The 1801 phase shift between df1ðr1 þ TÞ and df2ðr2 þ TÞ
etc., for each individual modulation wave–vector q etc.
ensures that opposite vertices are necessarily always
occupied the one by O and the other by F. The
induced local Mo ion shift along a, uMo,x(T) is then
proportional to

uMo;xðTÞadf1ðr1 þ TÞ � df2ðr2 þ TÞ
¼ 2df1ðr1 þ TÞaSqaðqÞ
� cosð2pq 	 Tþ y12ðqÞ þ 901Þ:

The x component of Eq. (2) when written in this
form (note that rK2 þ 1

2
a � a Bravais lattice vector T)

is given by

uMo;xðTÞ þ uMo;xðTþ 1
2
½a� b�Þ þ uMo;xðTþ 1

2
½aþ b�Þ

þ uMo;xðTþ aÞ þ uMo;xðTþ 1
2½a� c�Þ

þ uMo;xðTþ 1
2
½aþ c�Þ ¼ 0

and is thus directly proportional to

Sqfcosð2pq 	 Tþ y12 þ 901þ ph � phÞ
þ cosð2pq 	 Tþ y12 þ 901þ ph � pkÞ
þ cosð2pq 	 Tþ y12 þ 901þ ph þ pkÞ
þ cosð2pq 	 Tþ y12 þ 901þ ph þ phÞ
þ cosð2pq 	 Tþ y12 þ 901þ ph � plÞ
þ cosð2pq 	 Tþ y12 þ 901þ ph þ plÞg

¼ Sq cosð2pq 	 Tþ y12 þ 901þ phÞ
� fcos ph þ cos pk þ cos plg:

The requirement that this should always equal zero
regardless of T can thus only be satisfied if individual
modulation wave–vectors q ¼ ha� þ kb� þ lc� satisfy
the constraint equation fcos phþcos pkþcos plg ¼ 0 as
required.
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